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energize your practice!
Doctor Smile line is produced by 
LAMBDA SpA- Italy, one of the 
world’s leading dental laser 
company which takes  research, 
develops, manufactures and 
markets medical and dental laser 
technology. The LAMBDA 
headquarter,  with a 5000 sq/m 
premises, offers a large showroom 
and a multi-media conference area 
with dedicated laser training zone 
for theoretical and practical courses. 
A new and modern production 
facility with offices, perfectly suiting 
our goal to serve our valued 
customers even better then we have 
done so far!

A producer 
     by your side

LAMBDA SpA
Via dell’Impresa, 1

36040 BRENDOLA (VI)
Italy

T. +39 0444.349165
F. +39 0444.349954

info@lambdaspa.com
www.lambdaspa.com

 dealer

Doctor Smile lasers line

Wiser: 
the 3rd generation 

dental laser

 

Diode D30:
 the multifunctional
dental + derma laser

Pluser: 
All tissue laser,

Dermo-Aesthetic   

Technical 
details

Model name &Code  Doctor Smile Simpler
 LA8D0001.1 

Wavelength 980 nm

Output  Power 8 W

Pulse Interval from 20 µs 
 to 10 sec.

Frequency Up to 25 kHz

Dimensions 20x15x12 cm   
 WxHxD

Weight 1,5 kg

Medical / Laser Class  II B  /  IV 

All LAMBDA S.p.A. medical laser are certified with 
CE trademark in accordance with EEC Directives 

for medical device: EEC Directives 93/42

Trainings & Marketing 
support

Doctor Smile organize events 
where doctors and team leaders will 
be properly trained in the use of 
laser.
It includes theoretical and clinical 
training, hands on sessions and the 
delivery of an Educational Laser 
Certificate.
Marketing your dental  products has 
just got easier with the help of 
professionally designed and printed 
marketing materials developed to 
build your sales faster than ever 
before.



Ask for the free clinical cd at www.doctor-smile.com

A  T.O.P.  Configuration

Being extremely easy to use is certainly one of 
the most important advantages of SIMPLER 
compared to others systems in the market.
A dedicated button for each kind treatment, 
set with the most suitable and scientifically 
acknowledged parameters for each operations 
gives to the operator a quick and immediate 
start up in several fields: ENDODONTICS, 
PERIODONTICS, SURGERY, THERAPY, 
IMPLANTOLOGY and WHITENING.
In Surgery, the Tissue Optimized Pulsing 
configuration, the doctor can easily control 
the Simpler laser beam for the three soft tissue 
biotype: Fibrous, Normal and Granulation. 
TOP optimizes cutting and coagulation with 
a bloodless, painless and quicker healing 
operations. Simpler laser is an 
indispensable tool in the 
daily routine of dental 
practice.

NaWiGoTM - Built-in Navitagion

SIMPLER offers a world of opportunity and 
NaWiGoTm is the key for better dentistry! 
Trough NaWiGoTm a customized web connection, 
the SIMPLER gets innovative features created to 
simplify dentistry for beginners and maximize 
the experience for expert users.
A full list of PRESET TREATMENT 
PARAMETERS and the NAVIGATION GUIDE  
will carefully escort the doctor to perform a lot of 
operations in all tissues with greater efficiency. 
This system will improve the clinician’s ability 
to perform current procedures faster and more 
efficiently. A further step to increase both dentist 
and patient’s comfort, easily improves working 
practice and stimulates growth of the dental 
practice without risk. The latest cutting-edge 
laser technology driven by the simplicity.

System Code Upgrade

The SIMPLER laser can be up-graded directly 

by the user just in few steps. Whenever is 

required the software could be upgrade from the 

EASY version to a more detailed and superior 

level:  the advanced ADV+ mode. The Easy mode 

is a quick access to frequently used functions. 

The advance version offers a more detailed 

regulation of the software to whom is interest 

to customize the operations, change values and 

pulses. Moreover from this modality trough the 

NaWiGoTm is possible to entry to an amazing 

world of new programs, opportunities and broad 

the field of treatment. It allows users to browse 

and download applications from the company 

website.

Plenty of accessories

SIMPLER is equipped with a wide range of 

accessories: from the specific handpiece and 

tips for the surgical treatment to the special 

ergonomic one for biostiomulation. It is furnished 

of Single use and Autoclavable tips for different 

operations. Available for the application of 

Whitening, the single use handpiece and the 

Arch set for larger areas, can be combined to the 

LWS Doctor Smile’s bleaching gel. A fast and 

effective cosmetic treatment for a quick return 

of investment. 

Thanks to the great adaptability of such  unit, 

the Simpler can be matched with an universal 

handpiece for multidisciplinary purposes.

DirECT PrOTOCOL SELECTiON PrOCEDUrE iNfOrMATiON ANyTiME UPGrADiNG SySTEM EvEryThiNG yOU NEED

LWS whitening
TITANIUM LASER SYSTEM


